
Packing cutter with
45 ° cutting angle

The use of a packing cutter facilitates the cutting of packing rings directly from the spool without any 
waste of material.
The device has the following advantages:
- easy to use
- precise cutting of packing rings
- always handy
- close fitting joints

Directions for use

Clamping down of packing cutter reduces risk of injuries !

-Adjust packing cutter to correct shaft diameter and packing cross section: align the cross-section-
index of the cross-section-slide with the index of the shaft diameter on the scale of the cutter. This way 
an additional length (see our catalogue) is assured (example 1).
-If you want to cut without any additional length, then you have to align the "O" of the cross-section-
index with the shaft diameter plus cross section of the packing on the scale of the cutter (example 2).
-Tighten locking screw lightly to hold slide in place.

example 1: with additional length (addition: 2-7%)
                 shaft diameter: 50 mm
                 cross section of packing: 10x10 mm

example 2: without additional length
                 shaft diameter: 50 mm
                 cross section of packing: 10x10 mm

scale of the cutter

cross section slide

(shaft diameter+cross section of packing)

Pull the packing from the spool (the end needs to have a 45°  cut). Align this end with the 45° 
backstop of the slide and press the natural curvature of the packing flat onto surface of cutter.
This is important for correct cutting and forming of ring !

Affix packing with clamp, then cut.

IMPORTANT: check the length of the first packing ring on the shaft (cut ends must meet, 
inner diameter of packing ring should be slightly bigger than shaft).

If found satisfactory, cut as many rings as you need. If not, re-adjust and check again.

scale for shaft diameterscale for packing cross section

magnet to hold knife slide cutting surface clamp
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